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Abstract 
Investigating and analyzing how the different employers operate in an enterprise are one of the most desired targets in business. 
For this purpose survey instruments such as questionnaires are normally used. They can be structured, semi-structured or 
unstructured, depending on the different needs and on the complexity of analysis. In the present study we have investigated the 
patterns of behavior related to a business game – TheGame – delivered by Allianz to its employees about an episode related to 
leadership. The answers have been collected and analyzed by using a content enabling system, that provides deep semantic 
information access and dynamic classification features for large quantities of distributed multimedia data. This innovative 
analysis highlights how the groups of employees have proceeded in organizing meetings where to share the game strategy, assign 
individual tasks, complying with individuals’ talents and skills, sharing and grounding the knowledge into the final decisions. 
The most active people have normally urged those less motivated or helped those in need, letting them feel part of the project. 
The sharing of information has become the connective tissue for the groups. Each test has been faced with enthusiasm and the 
team spirit has always prevailed to individuality. For many, the game has created, reinforced or enhanced the team spirit in the 
company. 
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1. Introduction 
Investigating and analyzing how the different employers operate in an enterprise are one of the most desired 
targets in business (Fitz-enz, 2000). There is a common trait among the Agile method, Lean Thinking and  
Enterprise 2.0, which is the most important innovations in processes of contemporary businesses . It is a new idea to  
control different from how we have always known . Not only command and control are required from the boss, but 
discuss his own idea of vert ical power, in favor of a horizontal, shared, distributed, open (Bruttini , 2012). 
With the network also the enterprise opens its borders. The Customer part icipates to  the production of value 
regarding the product and the service. The employees are involved in the production of organizat ional knowledge 
through their contributions to the platforms to promote the efficiency and innovation. 
So the company is open as an organism react ive, systemic and with continuous learning. Equipped with a 
collective intelligence, distributed in  its organs in his body, in his senses, therefore decides to work dynamically  and 
adapt to the suburbs, closer to the opportunities and problems  (Bruttini, 2014). For this to happen you need that the 
brain, leadership, is open. The characteristics of this leadership (Bruttin i et al., 2014) are told in Open Leadership 
Manifesto, a text  in 48 theses (www.openleadership.it).  The new leader will be Open: not the first of all , but the side 
of all those who can and want to excel.  In the p resent case we have investigated the patterns of behavior related to a  
training in itiat ive, delivered in year 2013 as a third step in Allianz Change Management Program and involving  
4,300 employees and managers of the Italian Allianz Group, organized in  teams, about an episode related to 
leadership.  
The answers have been collected and analyzed by using an innovative content enabling system – iSyn Semantic 
Center - that provides deep semantic informat ion access and dynamic classification features for large quantities  of 
distributed mult imedia data, fu lfilling the Text Mining methodology of analysis for documents. Paragraph 2 explains 
the methodology applied while 3 specifies the semantic p latform. The game is illustrated in section 4 and a 
discussion of results and navigation is present in 5 followed by the conclusions. 
2.  Methodology 
For this purpose survey instruments such as questionnaires are used. They can be structured, semi-structured or 
unstructured, depending on the different needs and on the complexity  of analysis. The survey was based on three 
open-ended questions about Self Organization & Engagement, Leadership and Sharing of Knowledge across the 
teams. 
The answers to the open questions are provided by the respondents without any hints. The advantages are as 
follows: do not affect the response; particularly useful when you need to explore unknown situations; useful for 
treating delicate questions. The disadvantages are: they imply a lot of work in recording and coding; the use of 
“luoghi comuni” when there are not well-defined opinions, will not be filled by individuals who have difficu lty 
writing or conceptualizing (Belson, 1981). According to Centoparole methodology (Mariani, 2008), the respondents 
have used a maximum of around one hundred words to answer the open-ended question. This technique offers the 
following advantages: a substantial equality in the number of occurrences of words which  avoids too much richness 
in lexicon; an attempt of synthesis by respondents, doing less recourse to empty words or crutches , without the 
repetition of concepts; a substantial reduction in the space of words occurrences, with obvious advantages on 
computing resources and on the interpretation of the results. In this study, the average number of words used is 
equal to 60. 
In the present case we have investigated the patterns of behavior related to a business game offered by  Allianz to 
employees, organized into 284 teams, about an episode related to leadership. The survey took place in the second 
half of 2013 and has had the support of an electronic format compilation.  
The analysis has been conducted on the responses provided by 194 teams, that are in fact the individuals on 
which we operated the analysis. Once collected their texts, the responses have been post -encoded and closed by 
assigning numerical values to the various occurrences found. This was made possible by the adoption of advanced 
techniques of Natural Language Processing and Understanding. In fact, in o rder to overcome the cost and time of 
managing a manual closure of responses, together with the inevitable subjectivity o f the operators’ judgment, the 
analysis has been provided by some automatic Natural Language Processing tools. The idea is to transfer them our 
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own skills in read ing, analyzing and interpreting textual data, according to a methodology of interpretation that we 
have learnt at school. The automatic analysis and understanding of texts is possible by their Morpho-Syntactic, 
Logic, Semant ic and Sentiment Analyses. Briefly : 
x The Morpho-Syntactic analysis removes any lexical ambigu ity, associating each word to its Part Of Speech – 
noun, verb, adjective, etc – and giving statistical significance to the number of its occurrences in the corpus of 
documents (Baldin i et al., 2007).  
x The Functional Analysis identifies  WHO MAKE, WHAT, W HEN, WHERE (Subject, Direct Object, Indirect 
Object, Adverb Phrase of Time, etc), identify ing the role played by each word in the text (Neri and Pettoni, 
2008).  
x The Semantic Analysis removes any sense ambiguity, finding convergences of meaning between words and 
expressions (Vossen et al., 2008).  
x The Sentiment Analysis detect the polarity of comments, measuring the opinion of the individuals about products 
and services (Camillo and Neri, 2009)  
The applied statistical techniques used are descriptive and range from frequency distributions to the construction 
of the indices of synthesis (Brightman  and Schneider, 1994). The corpus of responses  was made of 585 valuable 
answers. The Lexical and Semant ic analyses identified  3,391 sentences, for a total o f 34,780 words, 3,878 entries of 
concepts, as displayed in Table 1: 
Table 1. Distribution of single or instances of concepts† 
Type Instances of 
concept 
Single concepts 
Common nouns 14,681 1,543 
Verbs 7,300 1,033 
Adjectives 5,595 760 
Adverbs 4,268 489 
Proper nouns 282 53 
 
The Functional Analysis has detected the following dimensions for the logical relations (Table 2): 
Table 2. Distribution of single or instances for functional relations‡ 
Type Instances of 
concept 
Single concepts 
Subjects 429 386 
Direct Objects 949 759 
Complements of Manner 870 753 
Indirect Objects or Dative cases 35 26 
Qualification Complements or Genitive cases 1,920 1307 
Adverb phrases of time  83 80 
Adverb phrases of place 47 43 
Generic Complements 892 769 
 
 
† Source: Allianz - TheGame 
‡ Source: Allianz - TheGame 
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The sample reflects the average rate of inflect ion for the Italian  language, which is 1:9. In fact, the overall 
average inflect ion rate is equal to 8.3. The lexical richness lies about 0.12, whilst G is 21.6 (Guiraud, 1959). 
The Sentiment Analysis detects , among all the availab le comments, 7 very negative responses, 35 negative, 47 
neutral, whilst 241 are positive comments, and 255 are very positive.  
Using the number of occurrences for concepts, we created Concept Clouds or conceptual maps in the form of a 
Tag Cloud extension. A  Tag Cloud is a v isual representation for text data, typically used to quickly  perceive  the 
most prominent terms in a set of documents. The Concept Cloud instead uses the same graphical representat ion for 
concepts, having previously removed any ambiguity from text . The Concept Cloud represents the textual data 
analysed and disambiguated, reduced to its canonical form, the dictionary entry. The size of the concept in the map 
here becomes really significant. In addition it is possible to differentiate the map basing on Part of Speeches  (i.e ., 
name, adjective, adverb, etc), or on the ro le played by the concepts in the sentence (i.e., Subject, Direct Object, etc).  
The classification of comments by clustering is based on an unsupervised Data Mining technique, which uses 
spontaneous aggregation of contents, according to a classificat ion scheme which is not known a p riori. The 
clustering algorithm makes visible the latent relationships among different responses, providing new interpretations 
for them. As for clustering we refer to the segmentation of a diverse group into homogeneous subgroups (clusters). 
What distinguishes clustering from classificat ion is that it does not use predefined classes. The algorithm d ivides a 
given data set into a predefined number of clusters: the “k” of k-means. The term “means” stands for statistical 
average and, in  this context, refers to the average distribution of all components of a particu lar cluster (Berry, 
Linoff, 2004). 
To form clusters, each record is assigned coordinates in a given space of the lemmas / concepts / functional 
relations. This space has many dimensions as there are fields in the records. The value of each field represents the 
coordinate of the field. In order to make this geometric interpretation useful, all fields must be converted to numbers 
and numbers have to be - in turn - normalized, so that two variations in two different dimensions can be compared. 
The records are assigned to the clusters by an iterative process, that starts from clusters which are substantially  
centered at random positions within the space of the records, and shifts the centroids (i.e., the centers of mass for the 
clusters) until each of them does not stably occupy the center of a group of records. Being an unsupervised 
technique, the automatic detection of clusters can be applied without knowing anything about the structure to be 
investigated. On the other hand, however, as the clusters automatically identified have no natural interpretation, 
except the geometric why certain records are closer to others, it  might be difficult to offer an interpretation for these 
results. This clustering technique has dynamically classified the Semantics processing results for game responses in 
10 spontaneous, homogeneous, groups of comments (clusters). The themat ic clusters have been displayed in a map, 
represented with co lored bubbles, whose dimension depends on the number o f responses contained. The bubbles are 
then connected one another by colored lines - the system has discovered a semantic relationship between arguments 
- and the thickness of the lines indicates the strength of relations. In the map, we can then discover links between the 
different topics, browsing by semantic proximity on the different spontaneous aggregations. 
3. The Semantic Platform 
The Sentiment and Knowledge Mining system used in this study – iSyn Semantic Center - is built on the 
following components  (Neri et al., 2011): 
3.1. The Crawler 
The crawler is a  mult imedia content gathering and storing system, whose main goal is managing huge collect ions 
of data coming from different and geographically distributed information sources. The crawler prov ides default 
plug-ins to ext ract text from most common types of documents (Neri and Pettoni, 2008).  
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3.2. The Semantic Engine 
This component identifies  the relevant knowledge from the whole raw text , by detecting semantic relations and 
facts in texts. Concept extract ion is applied through a pipeline of linguistic and semantic processors that share a 
common knowledge. The shared knowledge base guarantees a uniform interpretation layer for the diverse 
informat ion from different sources and languages 
The automatic linguistic analysis of the textual documents is based on Morpho -Syntactic, Semantic, Semantic 
Role and Statistical criteria. At the heart of the lexical system is the McCord's theory of Slot Grammar (McCord , 
1989; McCord, 1980). The system analyses each sentence, cycling through all its possible constructions. It tries to 
assign the context-appropriate meaning – the sense - to each word by establishing its context. The parser - a  bottom-
up chart parser - employs a parse evaluation scheme used for pruning away unlikely analyses. It builds the 
syntactical tree incrementally. By including the semantic in formation directly in the dependency gram mar 
structures, the system relies on the lexical semantic information combined with Semantic Role relations.  The 
detected terms are then extracted, reduced to their Part Of Speech (Noun, Verb, etc) and Semantic Role (Agent, 
Direct Object, etc) tagged base form and used as documents metadata (Neri and Geraci, 2009). 
The Sentiment Analysis is based not only on the polarity of words, but also on the syntactical t ree of the sentence 
being analysed (Neri, Geraci and Camillo, 2010; Neri et al., 2012). The system identifies idiomatic expressions, 
giving interpretation to negations, modifying polarity of words basing on the related adverbs, adjectives, 
conjunctions or verbs, in particular taking in account specific functional-logic complements (Neri, A liprandi and 
Camillo, 2011). 
3.3. The Search Engine 
Users can search documents by Natural Language queries, expressed using normal conversational syntax, or by 
conceptual keywords, or by combining concepts into SAO (Subject-Action-Object) triples (Neri and Geraci, 2009). 
Reasoning over facts and semantic structures makes it possible to handle diverse and more complex types of 
questions. Tradit ional Boolean  queries in  fact, while precise, require strict interpretation that can often exclude 
informat ion that is relevant to user interests. By mapping a query to concepts and relations very precise matches can 
be generated. 
3.4. The Classification Engine 
The automatic classification of documents is made by Unsupervised Clustering. The application dynamically  
discovers the groups of documents which share some common traits  (Neri and Geraci, 2009). 
4. The Game 
It’s the training initiative, delivered in year 2013 as a third step in Allianz Change Management Program and 
involving 4.300 employees and managers of the Italian Allianz Group . Allianz S.p.A. is at the forefront of the Italian  
market insurance and financial services and is part of the Allianz SE Group, the leading global insurance, which is 
based in Monaco of Bavaria and a force of more than 144 thousand people serving 78 million custo mers in 70 
countries. It 'also a leader in banking and asset management with Allianz Bank Financial Advisors, Investors asset 
management, bancassurance and Creditras with Creditras Insurance and Life Insurance in the channel (telephone 
and internet) with Genialloyd. TheGame is fostering the following objectives: practicing the golden rules, growing 
the Agile competencies to behave like an Agile team and exploring the company’s strategic projects . The game is a  
blended training experience including 9 online episode, where learners participate in teams with co lleagues from the 
same office  in  order to have an insight into each Department (mission, ro le, main projects), p lus a special ep isode in 
classroom, called the “Agile Game” (with mixed groups of participants), that provides a view of how Departments 
work together to achieve the company goals  (value chain). 
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Both the online and the offline experiences are structured with video - learning pills, slideshow, documents and 
individual tests in order to measure the results of every learning module. In each online episode every team should 
also pass – as a group - the final test on a business simulat ion on a typical ro le of the explored Department.  
 A closely integrated structure between both the experiences (online and off-line) encourages out-of-the box 
thinking, flexibility and fosters a cross functional company overview. TheGame engagement is enriched with a 
storytelling p lot and stimulated with scoring (for indiv iduals and teams), ranking and special awards for the winners. 
To perform in theGame, every team should act with a strong self-organization and with a flexib le and timely  
identification of an efficient gaming strategy, to activate deals and collaboration with other teams.  
Among the online episodes, one special session was dedicated to the Leadership values, in order to let  people 
reflect upon the spontaneous leadership behaviours observed and appreciated during the gaming experience. 
As a special task to  perform in  the leadership ep isode, the 284 active teams should answer to the three following 
questions: 
x Engagement  
“Describe how you manage to facing the individual tests and group tests that were submitted in each episode” 
x Knowledge sharing 
“Describe how you self-organize to perform in theGame as  a team, also in  order to establish  alliances and 
knowledge sharing with people and groups outside of your team”  
x Leadership 
“Think of your group and describe a situation where someone of you behaved successfully to overcome a very  
challenging task” 
All the written replies were submitted to the Semantic Engine to be elaborated according to the available chances 
supplied by that software. 
Above all, the Allianz Train ing Department was interested in exp loring the spontaneously emerging trends to define 
a shared leadership model to be eventually adopted and developed in the training activity.  
5. Navigating the Data 
In this study, we have analyzed the answers given by the teams Allianz relatively open -ended questions on Self 
Organization & Engagement, Leadership and Knowledge Sharing. The analysis of responses suggest that groups 
have proceeded in organizing meetings where to share the game strategy, assign individual tasks, complying with 
individuals’ talents and skills. The meetings have been often short -lived, dedicated to the definition of the team 
strategy and the consequent division of work. The groups have then faced the challenge, pointing out the skills of 
the individual components, sharing and grounding the knowledge into the final decisions. The most active people 
have urged those less motivated or helped those in need, letting them feel part  of the project. Somet imes the train ing 
activities have been delegated to a colleague sectorally more competent or experienced, or more motivated in  the 
activity of study. Sometimes it has been identified a leader to coordinate all the activ ities. At first disoriented, people 
have felt part of a project over time, involved in the group activit ies. “Passing the test” and “belonging to the team” 
have become the goal and the means. The sharing of informat ion has become the connective tissue for the groups. 
Each test has been faced with enthusiasm and the team spirit has always prevailed to indiv iduality.  
The groups have then shared their internal decisions, discussing, debating and voting by majority. One person, 
one vote. The teams have never decided to take into account the hierarchical level of the indiv iduals. The 
collaborative spirit has always prevailed. Sometimes the “silent” leader has emerged, becoming the mouthpiec e of 
the instances of the group. The team has instinctively recognized the leader in the component that 
x has a “pro-active” attitude of listening to the members of his team,  
x engages, stimulates and coordinates the debate, seeking a balance of positions and helping people in need, 
x is a credib le person for his professional background and personal life.  
For many, TheGame has created, rein forced or enhanced the team spirit in the company. 
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Let’s have a look of the visual representation for the results for the ana lysis. As said, a tag Cloud is a visual 
representation for text data, typically used to quickly perceive the most prominent terms in a set of documents. The 
Concept Cloud instead uses the same graphical representation for concepts, having previously removed  any 
ambiguity from texts. The Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the most relevant common nouns , adjectives, adverbs or 
functional relationships , modified in terms of size or colour basing on their importance. All these maps highlight the 
preponderance of conceptual elements that allude to the collegiality of the actions : in Figure 1, “squadra” 
(=”team”), “gruppo” (=“group”) and “team” are more frequent than “collega” (=“colleague”) or “componente” 
(=“component, individual”); in Figure 2, “insieme” (=“together”) is more frequent than “individualmente” 
(=“individually”), or “singolarmente” (=“singly”); in Figure 3, “comune” (=“common”), “aziendale” 
(=“corporate”) and “reciproco” (=“mutual”) win  towards “individuale” (=“individually”), or “personale” 
(=“personal”); in Figure 4, “superare la prova” (=“passing the test”) is the most frequent functional relation). 
 
 
 
Figure 1 - Concept cloud (common nouns) Figure 2 - Concept cloud (adverbs) 
 
 
 
Figure 3 - Concept Cloud (adjectives) Figure 4 - Concept Cloud (functional relationships) 
 
Besides, the application provides a visual summary for the Clustering analysis. The seeds of aggregation 
regarding 195 useful answers for Self  Organization  & Engagement are listed as follow: 
Cluster 1 (28 teams): soluzione; [V:condividere,N:soluzione]; entusiasmo; [N:soluzione,G:possibile] 
;[N:soluzione,G:adeguato] :  competizione ; coinvolgimento ; componente ; test ;[V:discutere,N:soluzione] .  
Cluster 2 (25 teams): aspetto; condivisione; conoscenza; [N:prova,G:collettivo]; possibilità ; 
[N:realtà,G:aziendale] ; partecipazione ; idea ; realtà ; [N:settore,G:aziendale] . 
Cluster 3 (23 teams):  disposizione; esecuzione; [N:esecuzione,N:test] ; opinione; strumento; perplessità; 
[V:scambiare,N:opinione]; risposta; strategia; tempo.  
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Cluster 4 (19 teams):  persona; sede; mansione; conoscenza; ciascuno; inizio; esperienza; fatto; video ; 
[V:affrontare,N:episodio] . 
Cluster 5 (18 teams):  vista; [V:trattare,N:argomento]; [N:punto,N:vista]; punto; argomento; 
[V:prendere,N:appunto]; [N:inizio,N:episodio]; stato; appunt ; inizio.  
Cluster 6 (18 teams):  partecipante; compagno; referente; compito; [N:prova,G:individuale]; suggerimento ; game; 
[N:svolgimento,N:prova] ; svolgimento ; [N:prova,N:squadra] . 
Cluster 7 (18 teams):  alleanza; [N:squadra,G:altro]; strategia; sfida; carta; posto; [V:condividere,N:risultato] ; 
[V:conoscere,N:azienda]; [V:vedere,N:collega] ; gestione.  
Cluster 8 (16 teams):  [V:condividere,N:informazione]; [V:risolvere,N:enigma]; gara; enigma; indagine; 
informazione; [N:atto,N:pignoramento]; mente; atto; [V:affrontare,N:gara] . 
Cluster 9 (15 teams):  [V:trovare,N:soluzione]; [N:soluzione,G:comune]; [N:soluzione,G:migliore]; soluzione; 
[N:soluzione,N:enigma]; mezzo; enigma; occasione; lontananza; [N:enigma,G:finale] .  
Cluster 10 (15 teams):  riunione; [N:riunione,N:gruppo]; cosa; vita; senso; [V:organizzare,N:riunione]; 
[N:vita,G:lavorativo]; ufficio; [N:episodio,G:vario] ; competenza. 
 
A map shows a possible representations between the different groups of documents . It  shows differently  sized 
bubbles and the meaningful correlation among them as lines, drawn with different thickness. Users can search inside 
topics, project clusters on lemmas and their functional links. In example, the “team wins” (“squadra vince”) when 
it “finds the best solution” (“trova la soluzione”“migliore”, cluster 9) and “shares” it with “enthusiasm” 
(“condivide” with“entusiasmo”, cluster 1, link among clusters 1-9). The solution has been found taking in account 
the “persons’” “skills” (“competenze” of “persone”, cluster 4). The final decision is based on a synthesis of 
different“ points of view” (“punti di vista”, cluster 5) (see Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5 – Clustering map: link from cluster 1 to 9 
6. Conclusions 
The study reports the application of TheGame to a large company. In addition to the implications of organizational 
and managerial, of great importance is the joint application of methodologies. In particular, the defin ition of the 
survey instrument, the technique of semantic analysis, the reduction in the  space of individuals. From the business 
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point of view have emerged the navigability of the results and important information for understanding the 
phenomenon of Self Organizat ion & Engagement. For example, “Passing the Test” and “belonging to the team” 
have become the objective and the instrument. One team spirit has been created, which has always prevailed 
individuality. TheGame has created, reinforced and enhanced the team spirit in the company. The study opens up the 
possibility for new approaches in evaluation environment.  
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